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Abstract

Management based on lean production principles has enabled enterprises to attain very high levels of efficiency,

competitiveness and flexibility in production systems. Nowadays, a number of industrial processes are managed in

accordance with these advanced management principles, although this is not usually the case with service processes.

This work proposes a methodology for implementation of lean management in a services production system, as applied

to the case of telecommunication services. In addition, since services are subject to a much greater degree of variability

of features than industrial production, this work includes an analysis of that variability and a proposal for action to be

taken when it is excessive.
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1. Introduction

Lean production techniques have contributed to
a spectacular improvement in efficiency, speed of
response and flexibility in production at many
industrial enterprises, through process-based man-
agement, elimination of waste and the highly
flexible implementation of these processes. Lean
management has allowed these enterprises to offer
a highly diversified range of products, at the lowest
cost, with high levels of productivity, speed of
delivery, minimum stock levels and optimum
quality.

Service enterprises can also benefit from the
advantages of lean management, although the
approach is less common at this type of enterprise.
The objective of this work is to obtain an ordered
proposal for management measures aimed at
moving from a conventional approach to one of
lean production in service enterprises, and to
determine the level of improvement thus attained.
In addition, since the activities comprising service
processes are normally subject to a certain degree
of variability in their features, this work also aims
to provide an analysis of this variability, together
with proposal for action to be taken when it is
excessive. For greater clarity, we will also apply
this methodology to a case of telecommunication
services, a type of service that is of undeniable
interest at present, in view of the growing
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importance of information and communication
technologies.

2. Lean production management

The lean management makes it possible to
obtain a product that is adapted to actual demand
using the minimum amount of resources and
therefore minimising the cost, with the appropriate
quality and very high speed of response. Since the
production system must produce in accordance
with demand, it cannot resort to economies of
scale by dealing in large batches, as in the case of
conventional management systems. In order to
attune production to demand and obtain high
performance without recourse to economies of
scale, lean management is based on two main
inherent characteristics:

(1) Firstly, it operates with the least possible
number of activities, thereby obtaining econo-
mies that are not economies of scale but rather
of resources; for this purpose, all activities
that do not add value, called wasteful, must be
eliminated, including inappropriate processes,
unnecessary carriage, unnecessary movement,
stocks of all kinds which would result in
increased costs, as well as quality defects and
all manner of delays and times, which would
be detrimental as regards the quality and
response. Furthermore, production that is not
attuned to demand is also wasteful (excess
production), and avoiding this waste will
result in a product or service that is faster,
more appropriate and less costly.

(2) This last aspect is covered by the second main
characteristic of lean management, i.e., flex-

ibility, which means that the system must be
attuned at all times to the type and volume of
production required by demand.

Implementation of the processes adapted to lean
production must be accompanied by the design
and management of each of the aspects involved to
allow maximum elimination of waste and intro-
duction of the required degree of flexibility. The
following table (Fig. 1) contains a proposal for the

features to be introduced for each of the aspects
related to process implementation and manage-
ment, in order to bring them in line with lean
production.

3. Service processes: Differential characteristics

Service production seeks, the same as the
industrial production, to implement added value
processes along with the appropriate consumer
resources, although the result is not a material
good that the consumer can obtain: services have
got an intangible product and, as long as material
goods exist, they are not obtained but only used.
Services differ from the industrial production in
the following aspects:

* With acquisition of industrial products, propri-
ety is transferred; in service operations, it is not.

* Industrial products are tangible. Services have
basically got an intangible character, although
they can include the use of tangible goods.

* Industrial products can be stored away; services
cannot. It does not mean that there cannot be
stocks accumulated in services, since imbalance
between operations accumulate the material
goods used or it can be people queuing,
depending on the type of service.

* In industrial production, products and opera-
tions are much more approved than services. In
services, the product that works well for a client
can be a failure for another. As for operations,
services concerned, it is more difficult to
standardise them and to fix precise times.

* In services, the productive process can coincide
with enjoyment of the service and the client can
even take part in the process (self-service).

Regarding services arrangement, there are also
some variants which affect the way to carry it out:

* Services with physical distribution: they are
developed with a physical arrangement and a
flow of materials or people. This type of services
allows application of the same techniques as the
industrial production, properly attuned, espe-
cially the case in which the flow is of people.
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* Services ‘‘in situ’’: in this case, the operations
are taken in the place where the client is and it
cannot be a physical arrangement.

Moreover, services are distinguished by the
bigger or the smaller grade of contact with the
client in the process operations, and even though
that does not directly affect the way in which
arrangement and management of service is carried
out, it can affect the output obtained.
For the rest, services can be taken, as it happens

in the industrial production, for big or small
batches, of personal services or highly standar-
dised services, so to this effect we can apply the
same management approach as in the industrial
world. On the other hand, as regards the basic

distinction of the types of services (with physical
distribution or ‘‘in situ’’) such an approach could
be applied to all aspects, with hardly any restric-
tions in the first case and with no need for an
specific design of flow, on the second case.
Anyway, in the last case, there is no handicap in
applying most present advanced arrangement and
management approach and, in particular, lean
management.
The restrictions that appear will be taken into

account in this work. There is a restriction
especially important, the one which refers to the
difficulty mentioned before, of standardising the
operations and its times, as those times are
subjected to a variability much higher than that
of the industrial operations. This aspect will be
specifically handled in this work.

Fig. 1. Action to take towards lean management.
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4. Services processes: Lean management

The evolution from the traditional management
to the lean production that we have developed for
the industrial production in the table of Fig. 1,
demands a group of actions, which we will
expound. For each one, we will specify the way
to be taken in the case of service operations, the
aim of this work, bearing in mind the differential
aspects mentioned before. The actions are the
following:

(1) Progress from an arrangement that will
normally be of the functional type, to:
The Linear flow arrangement in a closed

U-shape (making up flexible cells), with
operations located as close as possible to each
other. The cells laid out in as U-shape allows
the grouping of tasks by different worksta-
tions, permitting the flexibility required for
attuning production to demand.
In services, flow arrangement will be equally

convenient, whether there is movement of
products or people (case of a personal service)
advancing in a regular flow through the
operations. In the case of a service with
physical distribution (as in a hospital or
restaurant), a linear flow arrangement can be
attuned. As for a service ‘‘in situ’’ (case of many
professionals and services like the one that will
be handled in this work), this aspect can be an
irrelevant result, although the rest of the aspects
of the lean production can be assumed.

(2) Progression from an operation using large
batches to:
Operation with small production batches, at

all times attuned to demand and with the
transfer between operations of the smallest

possible batches which, in the case of a linear
flow arrangement, could comprise a single unit
of product (the only option with no waits for
product units and no stocks of products in
process).
In services, there is nothing to prevent

operation with small production and transfer
batches, regardless of whether the process
involves products or people.

(3) Progression from an operation with long
preparation times to:

Rapid preparations to carry out processes,
requiring flexible production teams.
In services, the requirement of rapid pre-

paration for small batches is the same.
(4) Progression from an operation with indepen-

dent workstations, where the objective is
maximum productivity by each workstation
(sacrificing overall balance), to:
Processes carried out with grouping of tasks

by workstation, so that they complete a single
cycle, which, in turn, must conform to a given
takt time, i.e., the cycle time allowing produc-
tion attuned to demand to be carried out in
the time available. Logically, takt time will
vary according to demand.
In services, a balance also has to be struck

on the basis of a variable takt time, applying
the same methodology.

(5) Progression from the conventional specialised
worker to:
Versatile personnel, able to operate in

different processes and re-assignable depend-

ing on takt time. This condition, along with
the arrangement in flexible cells, will allow
introduction of the required flexibility and
adjustment to variable takt time. In the event
that even under these conditions difficulties
arise in assigning tasks to workstations on the
basis of that takt time, special solutions can be
introduced, of the so-called rabbit run type.
This condition must also be met in services

and the methodology for doing so will be the
same.

(6) Lastly, and although this falls outside the
scope of the present work, progression from
back-end quality control and repair-based
maintenance management to:
Quality assurance at each workstation and

the proper functioning of production equip-
ment, with suitable preventive maintenance.
This is likewise fully applicable to services.
These are the actions to be taken for

progression from conventional management
to lean production and the consequent attain-
ment of flexible production that is much more
attuned to demand (owing to the added
flexibility) at a low cost, even though lacking
economies of scale (owing to elimination of
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waste), in a much shorter time with optimum
quality (owing to the combined result of
flexibility and elimination of waste).
The following is an in-depth study of the

transition towards lean management, based
on the actions explained above, with the aim
of detailing the actions related to the sequence
of activities and the assignment of tasks using
versatile personnel. To this end, we will use a
case from a service industry, with its specific
activities.

5. Service processes: The case of

telecommunications

In this work, we will show the application of
lean production in service operations, applying
this type of approach to a case related to the
telecommunication service. We have selected this
type of service, due to its importance in today’s
world, given the interest of new information and
communication technologies.
In this section we will analyse the case and its

operations. However, because of the importance of
this type of services, we will show, above all, its
elements, before specifying the case selected and its
operations.
Fig. 2 shows the component elements of the

complete network. The service is centred on
the subscription system for the access network.
The case will involve an access network with
subscriber loop via radio, the most economical
means of transmission over long distances and one
that now offers wideband services.

The case to be examined will be a public
ordinary telephone (POT)-type voice service, with
64 kbps bandwidth channel (standardised MIC—
Multiplex Interface Card—speed) at 8 kHz� 8 bits
for adjustment to human hearing. Circumstances
of competition require a fast and low cost offer of
voice services, determining the implementation of
lean production techniques. Although our example
takes the case of POT-type service, the production
system will be sufficiently flexible for application
to a Primary RDSI Access (PRA) service, with
only minimal changes to certain tasks. The
transmission network does not require any action
and will not be taken into account in the case at
hand.
The activities involved in the service, detailed

below, will be provided on the basis of a service
agreement and will include the following:

1. Transmission and switching: Execution of the
Service Project (SP), with installation of custo-
mer equipment (transmission personnel) and
configuration of network equipment (switching
personnel).

2. Activation: The SP manager gives the order to
the Operations and Maintenance Department
to activate the service.

3. Operations and maintenance: Actions by the
operations and maintenance technician, with
entry of the necessary commands in the net-
work components and dispatch of personnel to
carry out operations on the network. Lastly, the
service is activated.

4. Registration: Notify client that the service has
been activated and register client as subscriber.

Fig. 2. Telecommunication services network.
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Table 1 shows the operations in this case and the
corresponding process times, on the basis of the
service agreement (SA). Since these are service
operations, the times shown are subject to a
certain degree of variability, so we show the times
with their normal deviation, to allow analysis of
the effect of this variability.
The EP process includes a 1-day wait, although

this does not involve the company’s service staff;
we will assume that the total duration of the
process, including this wait, will be 1 day (i.e.,
25min of work form part of this day).

The personnel involved in the service will
belong to three of the company’s departments:
Transmission (TF, EP, BA and CT processes),
Switching (SF and CS) and Operations and
Maintenance (SA and SRI). In theory, when a
conventional management approach is applied, the
personnel involved will be specialised, as they
usually deal with the activities of a single process.
On the other hand, following a lean approach,
work teams will be versatile, although this
versatility will only extend to the tasks pertaining
to their department.

Table 1

Telecommunication service operations

Ref. Activity Time (min)

Person SD

TF process: transmission feasibility

1 Identification of base station assigned to client 5 1

2 Determination of location of receiving antenna 30 3

35 3.16

EP process: purchase and supply of equipment

3 Purchase order for equipment required 5 3

4 Supply of equipment acquired [1 day] 0

5 Delivery of antenna, POT cards and receiver equipment 20 3

25 4.24

BA process: adaptation of building

6 Electrical installations for equipment 240 15

7 Adaptation of infrastructure for cabling 240 15

480 21.21

SF process: switching feasibility

8 Identify MSV5 of base station and V5.1 interface 10 3

9 Local exchange allocation for V5.1 selected 2 1

10 Selection of free channel and V5.1 time slot to take flow 10 2

11 Assignment of client’s number and entry of number in the local exchange table 7 2

29 4.24

CT process: construction for transmission

12 Placement of receiving antenna 120 15

13 Placement and installation of equipment 240 25

14 Laying of cable for infrastructure. Equipment power supply 60 10

420 30.82

CS process: construction for switching

15 Configuration of V5.1 channel, time slot and MSV5s 10 3

10 3

SA process: service activation

16 Activation of channels and added services for client 12 3

12 3

SRI process: service activation and registration information

17 Customer notification and registration 1 1

1 1.00
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5.1. Arrangement following a conventional

management approach

The characteristics of this arrangement for each
of the aspects involved are those detailed in the
introduction to this work in connection with
conventional management. Fig. 3 shows a prece-
dence diagram of the processes involved. It is clear
that the processes for feasibility of transmission
and feasibility of switching can be carried out
simultaneously, to converge on the construction
for transmission process.
Fig. 4 shows the O–T (operations-times) dia-

gram based on the precedence diagram and the
characteristics of the case. It is assumed that the
operations will be carried out using specialised
personnel (as with conventional management),
with each workstation assigned one of the
processes in the diagram (eight workstations in
all).
Existing imbalances could be resolved by having

several staff members at the workstations with
long times (particularly in the case of the BA
process where the duration is 480min, and the CT
process where the duration is 421min), although if
this were the case, the day’s wait in the following
process, EP, should also be used to carry out other
tasks. In the circumstances shown in Fig. 3, stocks

of work are accumulated in the BA process at the
rate of 480–35=445min per service from the
second service on, an accumulation that persists
through the day’s wait in EP and the duration of
the CT process.
The following are some of the key values for a

total of 15 services:

* Cumulative wait (services in ‘‘stock’’) in BA and
persisting in EP: 445� 14=6230min=13 days
(approx.)

* Total process lead time for one service:
1428min (3 days approx.)

* Lead time for a total of 15 services:
1428+480� (15�1)=8148min (17 days)

This approach gives rise to situations of waste
and lack of flexibility in provision of service:

* Time lost owing to:
* Imbalance between duration of tasks by

different specialised operatives
* Wait by service to receive long-cycle pro-

cesses, in BA.
* Wait by service for passage of day’s wait in

EP.
* Excessive duration for completion of service,

for the first service (almost 3 days) and for
those waiting (17 days for the 15th).

* ‘‘Stock’’ of services in process owing to
imbalances and corresponding waits, as men-
tioned above.

* Low productivity in workstations with short
cycle times, to be offset by assignment of other
tasks, which would be difficult owing to their
specialisation.

Fig. 3. Service precedence diagram for conventional manage-

ment approach.

                  

Fig. 4. O–T diagram for service, following conventional management approach.
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* Very low flexibility owing to specialisation of
personnel, assignment of tasks that is difficult
to vary, and slowness of service.

5.2. Arrangement with lean production approach

The arrangement with a lean production
approach to each of the aspects of management
involved, with substantial changes in respect of the
conventional approach, is as described in the
section ‘‘Lean management: implementation in
the services sector’’. The table in that section
shows the actions to be carried out to make this
substantial change, for each of the different
aspects of management.
One important aspect, which enables the afore-

mentioned actions aimed at eliminating waste and
introducing flexibility, is connected with the
personnel. Operations will involve interdisciplin-
ary personnel in the three departments, who will
carry out actions depending on the operation and
type of service. The teams from the departments
who perform the service could be organised into
groups. For example, one team for network
configuration, another for installations on the
premises, and another for logical configuration
of the network.
The precedence diagram used here, in an

attempt to schedule all possible activities simulta-
neously, and the new O–T diagram, are shown in
Fig. 5.
These diagrams show that the total lead time

per service is now 948minutes (around 16 hours,
or approximately 2 days). Besides gaining speed,
with the new lean production approach we succeed
in eliminating waste, with the resulting improve-
ment in costs, time and quality. And, clearly, we
can introduce the required flexibility.
Thus, for example, the process will no longer

involve any waits, since, with versatile personnel,
the same person can carry out one task as well as
the following task, or pass it on immediately to
another person, meaning that no time is lost and
no ‘‘stocks’’ of service in process will build-up
anywhere. In other words, total balance will be
achieved. A full day will now not be lost in the EP
process, since other tasks will be carried out
simultaneously.

In order to assign tasks to workstations while
maintaining balance and elimination of waste but
attuning the process as far as possible to demand
and the speed required by demand, so that there is
actually the full degree of necessary flexibility, we
will apply a specific methodology adapted to lean
production techniques. This will require the use of
versatile personnel (at least at each department
level).
For assignment of tasks in a manner that

assures total balance of workloads and maximum
saturation of workstations while at the same time
respecting actual demand and based on actual
versatility, we will use the concept of ‘‘takt time’’
or the ideal cycle time for each workstation to
carry out the desired production.
We will assume that the demand can be

calculated at 15 services per week (a figure that
will allow comparison of lean management with
the values obtained for conventional manage-
ment). The working week will consist of
2400min. We will calculate takt time and assign
tasks on that basis by departments, the natural
limit of personnel versatility.

5.2.1. Transmission Department

* Processes to be carried out: TF, BA and CT.
* Total time for process: 35+480+420=935min.

Fig. 5. Precedence diagram and O–T diagram following lean

production approach.
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* Takt time for demand of 15 connections/week:
2400/15=160min.

This, then, is the ideal cycle time per work-
station, to perform 15 connections per week with
full assignment of the capacity of each work-
station.

* Ideal number of workstations for the cycle time
to be equal to takt time: 935 (total time for
process)/160 (ideal time per workstation)=5.8.

* Actual number of workstations: we will round
off to the next highest whole number and take it
to be 6.

* Minimum cycle: if we tolerate 6 workstations,
the cycle can be reduced on an average to 935/
6=156min, making assignment of tasks by
workstation easier, since it will be sufficient for
them to correspond to a total of between 156
(average value) and 160min.

Assignment of tasks can be carried out as shown
in Table 2.
This covers the objectives of balanced assign-

ment of tasks by workstation, thereby eliminating
the waste existing in the initial approach, saturat-
ing workstations to the maximum and attuning
production to demand (through flexibility). As-
signment will be carried out in the other depart-
ments in a similar manner:

5.2.2. Switching Department

* Processes to be carried out: SF and CS.
* time for process: 29+10=39min.

* Takt time for demand of 15 connections/week:
2400/15=160min.

* Ideal number of workstations for cycle time be
equal to takt time: 39 (total process time)/160
(ideal time per workstation)=0.24.

* Actual number of workstations: we will assume
one single technician, who will also be expected
to handle other tasks in his or her department,
since it is well below saturation point.

* Minimum cycle: with one workstation, the cycle
can be reduced, on average, to 39/1=39min.
Here, the margin between the maximum cycle
and the average minimum is very wide. This
workstation can therefore deal with other tasks.
In addition, this margin will allow more
efficient absorption of the variability of times
characteristic of services, as we will see later.

* In this department there is no need to deal with
distribution of tasks by workstations, since all
tasks are assigned to the same workstation.

5.2.3. Operations and Maintenance Department

* Processes to be carried out: SA, EP and SRI.
* Total time for process: 12+25+1=38min.
* Takt time for demand of 15 connections/week:

2400/15=160min.
* Ideal number of workstations for cycle time to

equal the takt time: 38 (total time for process)/
160 (ideal time per workstation)=0.23.

* Actual number of workstations: we will assume
one single technician, who will also be expected
to handle other tasks in his or her department,
since it is well below saturation point.

Table 2

Balanced assignment of tasks by workstation for transmission

Workstation Process Tasks assigned Assignment times (min)

Current Remaining Current At minimum cycle (156min) At maximum cycle (160min)

11 TF 1 2 5 156�5=151 160�5=155

TF 2 — 30 151�30=121 155�30=125

CT 12 13 and 14 120 121�120=1 125�120=5

2–6 in Nagare CT 13 14 240 156� 5�240=540 160� 5�240=560

CT 14 — 60 540�60=480 560�60=500

BA 6 7 240 480�240=240 500�240=260

BA 7 — 240 24�240=Covered 260�240=20

Total processes: 935 Total idle time: 5+20=25
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* Minimum cycle: with one workstation, the cycle
can be reduced, on average, to 38/1=38min.
Here too, the margin between the maximum
cycle and the average minimum is very wide.
This workstation can therefore deal with
other tasks. In addition, this margin will allow
more efficient absorption of the variability of
times characteristic of services, as we will see
later.

* There is no need to deal with distribution of
tasks by workstations in this department either,
since all tasks are assigned to the same work-
station.

To sum up, then, the new lean production
approach eliminates waste, with the consequent
improvement in costs, time and quality. There are
no longer any waits and no accumulation of
‘‘stocks’’ of service in process, since the work-
stations are balanced and attuned to the maximum
to demand, which also means that the full degree
of flexibility necessary has been attained.
Total lead time for a service, which was

previously 1428min (i.e., approximately 3 days)
for the first and longer for subsequent services,
owing to cumulative waits in the process, is now
948min in each case (no waits in any service). The
total of 15 services is now carried out in one 5-day
week, where previously, with the same number of
operatives as at present, i.e., eight, they could take
as long as 8148min (17 days), which likewise
represents a clear improvement in productivity per
person.

6. Determining factors for the done implantation,

on service operations

As we could check, the done implantation
requires flexibility and, also, agility, on the part
of the organisation and on the human and
material resources. However, the organisation
structure on companies could have difficulties to
reach the appropriate flexibility level; and the
resources, specially the human ones on services
processes, should acquire polyvalence, multipur-
pose and capacity enough to work as a team, on
any case indispensable.

This will oblige to make important changes on
the structure and on the human resources, of
service companies, that evolve in to lean manage-
ment, as done on this work. These changes will be
the ones close to those versed on re-engineering
developments on industrial projects. In this
section, we will give some rules that can be applied
to service companies.
As we could check, the lean approach is focused

on the process, but not on isolated activities. Then,
the process that converges on a final client must
acquire enough flexibility.
This will demand, as a first item, structures that

allow a right focus on the process. That will be
difficult to achieve on vertical and functional
structures. On the other hand, horizontal and flat
structures, born to be focused on process manage-
ment and endowed with great agility and flex-
ibility, constitute the fundamental support which
enables the evolution showed in this work.
However, up until now, the re-engineering to set-
out will not differ from the actual way widely used
in the industrial world.
Also, managerial culture, both in the industrial

world and in the service one, should have a
participant condition, which involves and inte-
grates the people on this change. The organisation
is subjected to the necessary communication inside
the organisation, highlighting the equal impor-
tance on an upstream and downstream commu-
nication.
As a reference to the human resources, the

needed polyvalence and functionality over multi-
ple processes, which obliges the evolution showed
in this work, has specific aspects that could be
faced specially on service processes.
In industrial processes, the production operators

can be trained to work on multiple activities
for different processes and to be moved depend-
ing on takt time evolution, using specific metho-
dology, like the ‘‘task rotation’’ developed by
Toyota.
This is referred only to the ‘‘aptitude’’. It will

remain the ‘‘attitude’’ aspects, where the key
point is the motivation, absolutely essential,
which depends on the role that they have on this
change, and their thinking on personal future
improvements.
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On service processes, operators could be very
different from the previously referred. It could
exist as wide professional profiles, even on the
same process and the skill could reach very high
levels, very far away from the possibilities for the
‘‘task rotation’’ system. For example, it could be
from highly skilled engineers to less qualified
operators.
This is, exactly, the situation for the telecom-

munication services implemented in this work.
In fact, as it can be reminded, it has been in-
cluded as a restriction on the operation poly-
valence for the Transmission department, as it has
been done on the Switching department, which will
be carried on by highly skilled personnel. How-
ever, the third department, Operations and
Maintenance, will enter on a lower qualified level.
As a result, and as we have proceeded on the case,
the polyvalence did not exceed the constraint
values on any department: the first two depart-
ment operators will receive the respective high
level knowledge, as their area of expertise needs;
and the third department, Operations and Main-
tenance, will coach their personnel as it will be
done with operations personnel on an industrial
plant.
Formation, in all cases, will be done continu-

ously and permanently. Formation will be proac-
tive and advanced to changes. Without a
formation active policy, change could lead to
collapse. All of this happens in the same way in
both industrial and services world.
Formation to achieve different tasks, with limits

or without them, will help in the necessary training
to work in a team, something dramatically
important nowadays and inherent to flat and
horizontal structures focused on processes, which
will easily facilitate the proposed evolution in this
work, as it has been exposed.
Besides the polyvalence and teamwork it is

essential to promote individual initiative and
decision-making, another important aspect, not
far from the industrial world orientation, but
which the very high skilled instruction will include,
when determined service processes would require
them. The empowerment requires that the person-
nel use their brain in addition to the body and take
decisions. Automatisation ‘‘with human touch’’ or

jidoka, widely used on lean management, is a clear
example. Some activities from this work’s tele-
communications service process consist only of
decision-making.

7. Variability of service times and its impact

In this work we have examined the application
of a lean production arrangement to a service and
its processes to eliminate all waste (and specifically
waits and stocks of service in process). Since this
implies attaining a balance between the times of
the tasks assigned to each workstation and
maximum saturation of capacity, the situation
will arise, when these times are subject to a certain
degree of variability (very much an inherent aspect
of service processes), that a work cycle can
momentarily exceed the maximum time assigned
to that cycle.
If the average cycle time for a workstation is

maintained as assigned, the maximum cycle time
will only be exceeded on certain occasions and, on
average, the time used for completion of a given
number of services will be as assigned. Never-
theless, this momentary overrun of the cycle time
is sufficient to make the production scheduled for
the whole set of workstations impossible to
achieve, particularly for the workstations subse-
quent to the one showing the excess variability. In
fact, the variability in question will result, at times,
in the service being handed on to the following
workstation early and, where balance has been
achieved, this workstation will as yet be unable to
take on the service, while if the service is handed
on late, the following workstation may already
have spent some time waiting, and that time will
not be recovered unless the workstation receiving
the service has excess capacity.
To allow analysis of the consequences of excess

variability, the values given for times for each
operation in Table 1 for the case of telecommu-
nication services are accompanied by the corre-
sponding standard deviations. Assuming that the
causes of variability are random (this is reasonable
if tasks are carried out properly, which is our
premise here), we know that values for the times
for each operation will fall within the following
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interval:

tij7d:sij ;

where tij is the average of values for times for each
task j of workstation i; sij is the corresponding
standard deviation and d is a coefficient tabulated
in the Standard Normal Law according to the
proportion between the times that we wish to be
sure of falling within the interval (for example,
delta would be 2 for 95.4% and 3 for 99.7%).
The normal time for an operation will be

Ti ¼
X

j

tij :

The standard deviation for the operation is
obtained taking into account that its variance is
the sum of the variances of the tasks to be carried
out as a part of the operation:

Si ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

j
S2

ij

q
:

This means that the time assignable to an
operation can be Ti ¼ Ti þ d:Si with the values
obtained for Ti and Si:
The problem arises that this value must not

exceed the maximum cycle CM per workstation. If
there are Ni workstations involved in this opera-
tion, the following must hold:

Ti ¼ Ti þ d:SipNi:CM:

Therefore, the average standard deviation must
be

Sip
1

d
ðNi:CM � TiÞ:

If there is a workstation that does not fulfil this
condition, we could calculate a new value for the
maximum cycle CMi (which would be greater than
CM) to fulfil:

Si ¼
1

d
ðNi:CMi � TiÞ:

In provision of the service in the operation i the
average value for its cycle would still be Ti but
there would be units of product k whose time
would exceed the maximum cycle and would be
attuned to a cycle that would be at most CMi: Since
this value is greater than CM; the operation for
these product units would become a bottleneck
and the delay could persist until the end of the

process, as already pointed out above. The values
for the key magnitudes of the system, for these
product units, would be:

(1) Assured productivity during planning period
T ; with the new cycle, in number of services
performed:

Qi ¼
T

CMi

:

With this, the deficit generated would be

Q � Qi ¼ T :
1

CM
�

1

CMi

� �
:

(2) New probability Pi for the correct maximum
cycle CM: expectations for conformity with
the maximum cycle now has a lower prob-
ability, which can be calculated on the basis of
the new value for

di ¼
1

Si

ðNi:CMi � TiÞ

and consulting the tables of the Standard
Normal Law.

(3) Total production carried out with delay: a
percentage (P�Pi=2) of production was im-
possible to carry out within the correct
maximum cycle (divided by two because the
difference in the percentages shows an excess
value one half of the time; the other half of the
time there is a deficit). Therefore, production
that actually cannot be carried out at the
correct speed will be

DQi ¼
ðP � PiÞ:Q

2
units of service;

where Q is the total planned, equal to T=CM:

We will now apply this evaluation of variability
and its excess, with the calculation of the
magnitudes defined by the equations given above,
to the case of telecommunication services. Table 3
below shows, for the tasks that we have assigned
to each of the four workstations (one of them
involving five operatives), the normal time, the
standard deviation for the tasks pertaining to
the workstation, the maximum time assigned and
the excess time for a cycle per person of 160min, as
determined above.
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The total for differences from the maximum
cycle is positive, meaning that there is an overall
margin for variability. Nevertheless, the first two
operations show a negative difference, meaning
that the time will not fall within the maximum
cycle for all product units. Lastly, the actual
overall variability will allow a standard deviation
lower than the total, operation by operation; this is
due to the overall diffusion of all the tasks
involved in all operations, whose variabilities
offset each other, with the result that the
maximum total for all operations (1089) is also
lower than the sum of all the operations (1132).
Nevertheless, bearing in mind that if an opera-

tion exceeds the maximum cycle time it can give
rise to a bottleneck, we will evaluate the magni-
tudes that are relevant to this situation, using the
equations set out above. Table 4 shows this
analysis.
At this point, it is worth reiterating that the

operations showing excess variability in relation to
the maximum cycle will occasionally exceed the

value for that cycle, while the others may fall far
short of the maximum, and the average value, i.e.,
the value with which we have assigned the tasks
pertaining to each workstation and balanced the
provision of the service will always be lower than
the maximum cycle.
On this basis we can attempt to divide the

operations involved in the service or the tasks
comprising the operations into two types:

(A) Those corresponding to activities that must

unavoidably be carried out at the planned time

in accordance with the precedence diagram.
(B) Those that can be carried out when time is

available, without affecting the progress of
performance of the service.

Where Type B tasks are found in operations
with excessive variability, these tasks could be
carried out at times when the variability leaves
‘‘windows’’, which, as we have seen, will occur.
We could apply this in our telecommunication

service to operations with excessive variability, i.e.,

Table 3

Analysis of variability of telecommunication service

Op. No. of work-stations Processes involved Cycle per person Maximum cycle

Norm. time SD Assigned time Maximum cycle Diff. from assigned time

1 1 Transmission—1 155 15.3 186 1� 160 �26
2 5 Transmission—2 780 34.3 849 5� 160 �49
3 1 Switching 39 5.2 49 1� 160 111

4 1 Oper. and Maint. 38 5.3 49 1� 160 111

Total 8 Overall total 1012 60.1 1132 Total diff. 148

Actual overall variability 38.3 1089

Table 4

Analysis of variability and excess, operation by operation

OP. SD work-

station
ðNi :CMi � TiÞ

d

Relat. to

st. dev.

New

maximum

cycle

Potential

productiv.

Probabilities Delayed

production
Coeff. d Cumul.

Probabil.

PSETn

1 155 2.5 Lower 186 12.9 0.33 26% 34.7% 5.2

2 780 10.0 Lower 170 14.1 0.58 42% 26.7% 4.0

3 39 60.5 Higher 49 48.6 23.29 OK Nil None

4 38 61.0 Higher 49 49.4 23.06 OK Nil None

Confidence interval probability: 95.4%. Confidence interval coefficient: 2.
nProbability or percentage of services with excess time.
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the first two operations. Analysing the tasks of
these two operations, we note that task 12,
consisting of placement of the receiving antenna,
a component of the first operation, can be broken
down as follows:

12A: Installation of infrastructure, mechanical
assembly and connection; with a total time
of 85min and standard deviation of 14.
This is an immovable task.

12B: Orientation of antenna and finishing details
of installation; with a total time of 35min
and standard deviation of 5. This task is
movable. The total time for the two tasks is
120min and the standard deviation is 15,
and both of them are correct.

Likewise, task 13, consisting of the placement
and installation of equipment, forming part of the
second operation, can be broken down as follows:

13A: Placement of equipment and installation of
wiring; with a total time of 180min and
standard deviation of 23. This is an
immovable task.

13B: Finishing and mechanical adjustment of
installation; with a total time of 60min and
standard deviation of 10. This task is
movable.

The total time for the two tasks is 240min and
the standard deviation is 25, and both of them are
correct.
On the basis of these data, we can modify Table

3, solely for the two operations with excessive
variability, replacing tasks 12 and 13 with tasks
12A and 13A, which must unavoidably be carried
out in the correct sequence, even where this leads

to overrun of the maximum cycle. Table 5 shows
this modification.
We now note that the final differences obtained

are positive, meaning that if tasks 12B and 13B are
carried out when time is available—and this is in
fact feasible—there is no longer any circumstance
where the maximum cycle is exceeded and no
operation can create a bottleneck and give rise to
delays.

8. Conclusions

Firstly, we have set out the criteria and a
proposal for implementing lean production tech-
niques in services. We have attuned tasks to
workstations to the greatest extent possible with
the aim of eliminating the waste existing prior to
implementation, balancing and saturating work-
stations to the maximum with the aim of attaining,
in full, the efficiency, cost and time competitive-
ness characteristic of lean management.
Secondly, since the variability inherent in service

activities can affect such a finely tuned approach
and the accompanying efficiency and competitive
edge, we have supplemented this work with an
analysis of variability, allowing us to present a
methodology for the evaluation of its effects and,
on the basis of this, a proposal to compensate for
it.
Lastly, all of the above has been applied to a

case of a type of service that is of great importance
in today’s world, namely telecommunication ser-
vices. We have succeeded in implementing a lean
approach, eliminating waste, increasing productiv-
ity and substantially reducing service time using
the same number of operatives, and finally, we

Table 5

Variability of immovable tasks

OP. No. of

workstations

Processes Immovable

tasks

Cycle per person Maximum cycle

Normal

time

SD Assigned

time

Maximum

cycle

Diff. from

assigned time

1 1 Transmission 1-2-12 A 120 14.4 149 1� 160 11

2 5 Transmission 13A-14-6-7 720 32.8 786 5� 160 14
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have identified and resolved excess variabilities in
service times.

9. For Further reading

The following references are also of interest to
the reader: Askin and Goldberg, (2001), Cuatre-
casas, (2000a), Cuatrecasas, (2000b), Hirano,
(2001), Liker, (1997), Mahoney, (1997), Nahmias,
(1993), Merli, (1991), Sekine, (1992), Steudel and
Desruelle, (1992), Suzaki, (1991), Womack and
Jones, (1998)
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